ScavOlympics

(performing on 22 Floréal 211 in Ida Noyes Hall and her environs, unless indicated otherwise)

1. At the start of the ScavOlympics, each team will supply three teammembers in their skivvies to help run the Scavhunt torch at 3h54, meeting in front of Ida. We will take you to the race's starting point. Each team must supply their own torch, as they will be racing to get the heat to Ida first. Torches should be unlit, as only the sacred ScavFlame can give them life. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third]

2. Support bacteria! They're the only culture some people have. As a result, present, at the Captains' Ice Cream Social, a teammember. The attending Judge will culture from two locations on each player, a “clean” spot, and a “dirty” spot. These cultures will be incubated overnight and analyzed for cultural diversity. [50 points to the team whose player has the cleanest dirty spot and 50 points to the team whose player has the dirtiest clean spot. By clean, and dirty, we mean “the least diverse culture” and the “most diverse culture”, respectively. And, no, Brazilian culture doesn't automatically count as “diverse”]

3. The Western Ave. Cup, or The Glengarry Glen Robstacte Course. This one takes brass balls, gentlemen. Have you got what it takes to be a salesman? We want to see Dave Moss, Richard Roma, George Aaronow, and Shelley “The Machine” Levene, each in proper attire (with umbrellas, too).

   (a) Deliver any (substantial) monologue from the film.
   (b) Buy us a pack of gum and show us how to chew it.
   (c) Go on a sit. You must get a Judge to sign on the line which is dotted simply by sitting perfectly still staring firmly, while pointing your pen at them for five minutes.
   (d) Find the leads.
   (e) Sell them to Jerry Graff.

   [First place is a new Cadillac, Second place is a set of steak knives, third place is you're fired. 35 bonus points if you can sell the leads to Professor Gerald Graff]

4. Le soixième fumerama, en trois parties.

   (a) Construct a device that shoots a lot of smoke into two lungs very quickly. We're not going to do things like say “gravity” and/or “bong,” but be creative.
   (b) Shoot a lot of smoke into two lungs.
   (c) Blow the smoke into your vessel, such that the vessel can maintain a certain flyability from the smoke, either as a tribute to the Montgolfier brothers, or in some more creative way. Note that only the smoke can be used to keep your vessel aloft.

   [60 points for the team that can make their vessel rise the highest and stay aloft the longest (or up to ten minutes), 50 points for the second highest and longest, 40 for the third highest and longest. 20 bonus points if your apparatus involves machinery. 10 bonus points if the same can be said for your vessel. 10 bonus points if your apparatus is fossil-fueled. -30 points if the same is true for your vessel]

5. The Giant Cup. 1 (One) self controlled, giant breast (à la Everything You Wanted to Know About Sex But Were Afraid to Ask). It must race against other teams' breasts across the Midway into a fitting (ZZZ, at least) cup. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third. 50 points for participating]

6. The Jolly Giant Cup. Present a meta-human, built from four enterprising teammembers (one person per leg, torso-people on their shoulders). Head to the local Big and Tall to dress them up right, as they suddenly become a singular being. You will be competing in a hundred meter dash. Like Voltron, your giant will need a head, and you can build it however you see fit, but it will be in the likeness of a great bald superstar chosen randomly at the Captains' Ice Cream Social. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third. 20 points for participating]

7. Race to eat a bowl of fish food cereal followed by a bowl of Japanese-style cactus / noodle / eel / wasabi / corn / eggplant / ox tongue ice cream (your choice). Brush up afterwards with poultry-flavored toothpaste. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third]
8. MK on the Quads. Each team must choose a Mario Kart character and they must provide costume (with safety helmet) and kart to be raced against the other teams on Primidi at 6h67. [150ccs of points for just building the kart, 80 points for first (who, upon winning, does the “banana salute”), 70 points for second, 60 points for third. 20 bonus points for showing up in costume, preferably the ones from the Mario Party 4 commercials. 40 bonus points for functional power-ups. 20 bonus points if Lakitu acts as a sentinel for the event]

9. Rocheambeau¹ for it. In the final game of the 210 championship, Pete Lovering played a combination of Rock, Paper, Rock, Rock to take home the Championship title after defeating 255 competitors. Can you do the same? Best one out of two—wait. No no no—best two out of three. In knockout tournament style. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third]

10. A traditional 3-3-3 cup-stacking challenge. We don’t wanna see any tippers, sliders or topplers here, just some good, solid stacking. Official Speedstacks rules will be observed and enforced. Official Speedstacks will not be supplied. [60 points for first place, 50 for second, 40 for third. 50 bonus points if Emily Fox is your stacker. 3 bonus points if she goes out on a date that night]

11. The Jump-lympics (not to be confused with the Spellympics)
   (a) Your team’s jump rope champion, jumping for joy... And the jump rope is people!
   (b) Jump Rope using only your ass.
   (c) Two sets of twins doing double dutch.

   [50 points for most jumps per 30 second interval for each element, 40 for second most, 30 for third most]

12. A parallel park-off. Points awarded based on time and moves required. [50 points for first place, 40 for second, 30 for third]

13. Two Olympians must snowball a raw egg yolk à la Tampopo. Rather, make it three Olympians. [50 points for most discernible snowball effect, 40 for second most, 30 for third most]

14. I Bet You Would. Or we should call it “I know you will, for points.” If ya know, then be prepared. If you don’t know, you will know. One competitor per team. 4 mini challenges. [Δ points]

15. Skeet surfing! Hit the most targets while clinging to that killer wave on the Midway. [points: top secret. 20 bonus points for Dambowskeet surfing]

16. The Max Mason Mole. Over the course of three days, the opportunity to win points will be given by your host, Judge Saac. At the Captains’ Ice Cream Social, each participating team will provide a player. One of these players will be selected to be the Mole for the Max Mason team. These players will compete in events, worth various amounts of points. After each round, the remaining players will answer a quiz about the mole; the player who answers the least amount of questions correctly, or, in the case of a tie, the slower of the players, will be executed. [n points for the winner, where $n = \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i$ where $p_i$ is the point value of the i^th game, if it is successfully completed, and m is the number of games. The $\sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i = k \times 100$, where k is the number of players, $k \times 100 - n + q$ points for the Mole, where q is a secret, fixed quantity. 75 + r points for the sorry-ass runner ups, where r is a reserved quantity for special, fun stuff]

17. Since it’s Mother’s Day, it’s time for each Team to provide a Captain who will relinquish the big belly and come out one baby richer. With this celebration, Scavolympics will end. But, since it’s sacred, do a good job. [70 points for first place, 50 for second, 40 for third]

¹We respect the many tripartite variants known in any permutation and/or combination of the following Scissors Paper Rock/Stone and by any other name that is currently known or unknown to the world including Roshambo, Jaken, JanKenPo.
Items

1. _______ The Comma Sutra. Prepare positions for all punctuation! [22.3 points]

2. _______ From the fetid swamps of Lotan to the teeming forests of Jojojopo, Endor is an ancient, mysterious, beautiful land, deserving to be rendered as a full-color map fit for National Geographic, circa TA 3019. And while such a map, both large and precise, with clear delineation of important physical and political boundaries, has a merit all its own, this fair realm of Arda has never been adequately treated with regard to climate, employment, housing, major religion, population density, or natural resources. Make Curufin proud! [51 points. 2 bonus points if you can settle conclusively the syntactic ambiguity of “The Forest Moon of Endor.” Is it a subjective or objective genitive?] [84 points]

3. _______ Item -3 completed! Get your weapons ready. -3- Get equipped with Item -3. [84 points]

4. _______ The jigsaw jazz and the get-fresh flow. Forces of evil in a Bozo nightmare. The Chainsmoke Kansas Flashdance Ass Pants. [4 points each]

5. _______ Prove conclusively that you are not a kangaroo. Hint: what is something that we all do but kangaroos don’t? (“walk backwards” is not the answer we’re looking for). [2 points]

6. _______ It’s like I got a great big mouthful of cod liver oil. Since Al’s been gone, I haven’t been able to hear that song in four-part harmony by Dr. Dre, Dr. Strangelove, Dr. Jekyll, and a witch doctor. Don’t let us down. [44 points]

7. _______ A manticore dismantling the Core. [18 points]

8. _______ Expose Hollywood’s cheap recycling of sound effects with a video of as many different Wilhelm Screams as you can find, one after the other. [40 points. 8 bonus points if a teammate can perform a Wilhelm Scream. 4 bonus points if the scream follows the hiss in Item 137]

9. _______ We give you a number. You give us the Shakespearean sonnet. From memory. No, you don’t have to memorize all of them. Just the ones that coincide with jersey numbers of Brewers legends inducted into the Miller Park Walk of Fame. [37 points. 9 bonus points if the Judges can read along in Rapanuian]

10. _______ If \( c = a + bi, \) and \( a : b = x : y \) such that \( x \) and \( y \) are the ages of Professor Sternstein’s husbands at the time she married them, then how did you manage to approximate that Georgia O’Keeffe painting? [42 points]

11. _______ Buckets of humour. [17 points] A trophoblastic tumour. [19 points]

12. _______ A team captain with his/her shoelaces tied together who has recently received a wedgie, a swirlie, an Indian burn, a wet willie, a titty twister, a kick-me sign, a pinkbelly, a dead leg, a typewriter, a noogie, a melvin, a “got your nose,” a doink (“what’s that on your shirt? doink!”) and a monkey kiss. [26 points. 4 bonus points if this captain pulls the finger of a female teammate with predictable results]


14. _______ The oldest box of baking soda you can find. [1.5(211 – \( x \)) where \( x \) is the CRF born on date of your baking soda]

15. _______ A whatsit, a who, and a which. [6 points. 3 bonus points for a man with red eyes]

16. _______ A Universal Interbank Batch Ticket from the Federal Reserve Bank. [31 points]

17. _______ Show me what’s red and shiny and walks into walls. [2 points]

18. _______ A 1:1 scale full-functional hoopak. [67 points]

19. _______ A copy of Richard Scarry’s Cars, Trucks, and Things that Go with Goldbug holding a mini flag that says “ScavHunt ’11” on every page. [15 points. 40 bonus points if, blindfolded and told the page number, a teammate can point at Goldbug]

20. _______ We know where we come from… where we’re going. But I welcome myself to a new place and you should, too, even on a 1:100 scale. [60 points]

21. _______ A 500-word essay on what Kurt Hahn has done for the Magic community and why the DCI should end his suspension. [13 points. 20 bonus points if he tells us in person]

22. _______ Deal me a winning pair of pothooks. One of the pothooks ought to be the Curse of Scotland. I also want to be holding the puppyfoot and the Devil's bedposts. For the fifth card? something crappy like the Mexican Curse. Shuffle first, you cheater. [52 points. 7 bonus points for using the most famous deck of cards in Iraq]
23. _______ First, a mask of Richard P. Feynman out of chalk. Second, deliver a demonstrative Feynman lecture on kinetics using nothing but a chalkboard and the mask you’re wearing. Surely, we must be joking! No.  [41 points]

24. _______ We hear Carbo’s is busy every Nonidi. Dance on their dance floor and win a booty bag.  [20 points. 20 bonus points if you win a trip to St. Louis, 7 bonus points if you get on the mic and call out the Carbo’s motto: “drinks are always cheap, girls are always easy, and guys always put out”]

25. _______ Ten different commercial products found in a dorm room that smell like cucumbers.  [1 point for each]

26. _______ A teammember born on le Jour du génie.  [50 points. 40 bonus points if they have a GPA lower than 3.0]

27. _______ Japanese glass fishing float. Points given based on volume of original sea water inside. No adding water, as we can tell!  [36 points]

28. _______ Do you like pinacolones or getting caught in alkane? Why? Give a synthesis, put to music.  [11 points]

29. _______ Visit Rocky the dancing hognose snake. Tell him that Kaury is negotiating his release and that she misses him very much.  [6 points]

30. _______ SHAT. Where “SHAT” is short for “ScavHunt Authority for Transit.” Your public rickshaw service has two lines: The 1, which runs between 3h75 and 6h25 from Cobb to Kent and the 2, which runs during the same hours from BioMall to Harper. Runs should be at least semi-hourly during weekdays.  [171 points. 35 bonus points if you notice that the acronym should be “SHALT,” and, as such, deck out your ’shaw accordingly. 10 bonus points if, on top of that, you have a Rick James shaw. 10 bonus points if your ’shaw also doubles as a Thurn und Taxi]

31. _______ The man of steal conducts an interview with the Man of Steel. Provide pictures of the historic meeting.  [16 points]

32. _______ On four sides of a giant cross there are words. Find out what those words are and take a picture next to the side Homestar’d most like to pee on.  [12 points]

33. _______ Can you write in your mouth? Like, if we gave you a small pencil and a small piece of paper, could you put them in your mouth, close your mouth, and then somehow write “gonk” on the piece of paper? Start practicing.  [41 points]

34. _______ Slammin’ on one hoop is cool but slammin’ on 20 hoops in one place is supa-fly, especially if you’re a cartoon.  [18 points]

35. _______ What would you do for a Klondike bar? Petition the mayor to open one.  [30 points]


37. _______ It’s terrific, it’s fantastic, it’s kryptonastic. With a slogan like that who can refuse? You certainly can’t, so bring some to us.  [15 points]

38. _______ Where is there always one?  [4 points]

39. _______ The world’s largest water weenie, better known as a “hard-to-hold.”  [100 points. 85 bonus points if a Judge can slide through it comfortably]

40. _______ We know that it’s Mother’s Day and that we should all be giving to our moms, but, instead, we want care packages, for us, from a mom, dad, or grandparental unit. One package per team. They must be delivered by Primidi night (Unopened!) by post and addressed to the following address: Your Team Name, c/o ScavCabal, 5748 Blackstone Ave, 206 B, Chicago, IL 60637. Oh, and they must have a verifiable point of origin greater than 1000km away. Points will not be awarded based on monetary value of “care” items, but on the sweetness and thoughtfulness of your loved ones. Items will be returned to you in good condition.  [50 points. 90 bonus points if the package is delivered exclusively by WASTE]

41. _______ Turn the Garden of the Gods into the Garden of Eden, replete with Genesis garb. Don’t forget to eat the forbidden fruit and to throw yourselves out.  [45 points]

42. _______ The more, the narrower.  [6 points]

43. _______ Link your NHS ropes together.  [20 points. 10 bonus points for the combined rope that burns the fastest]

44. _______ No, we are not allowed to have that as an item! Think up a new one!

45. _______ A spaghetti noodle with “Welcome to Jamaica, mon. Have a nice day” written on it.  [16 points]
46. Möbius Stripper. Must be non-orientable. Must not emphasize the one-dimensionality of the Stripper’s personality. [28 points]

47. Tip a cow, a pig, a horse, a tractor, and Jamie the lovely waitress. (Did you already forget meeting her in Item 55?) Wait for your change. [5 points per tip]

48. Drive Krekel’s Super Chicken Mobile. [20 points]

49. A Lovin’ Lamb™. [15 points. 3 bonus points if you mung it]

50. Build a working Erector set model of the reproductive system. [69 points]

51. Chew on this dish of a conundrum: photographs of Tel Aviv, displayed in Jerusalem. [30 points]

52. Make a menorah out of Easter M&Ms. [8 points]

53. A pumpkin filled with eggnog and a Cadbury creme egg floating alone in the noggy pumpkin sea. [36 points]

54. A nine-inch pianist. [9 points]

55. Jamie the waitress at a Steak and Shake in the sister city of Simla knows it first hand. She has a password that will explain the whole story. Help us recollect the past by bringing us the password. [25 points]

56. In honor of Wolfram, build a computer of the natural world and have it run a CA simulation of the world. [20 points]

57. Shock and awe the Lincoln Pilgrims by preaching Marx from atop his resting place. [25 points. 15 bonus points for a 56th Annual Lincoln pilgrimage shirt]

58. We want to play SearsTris Tower (or, alternatively, HanTrisCock). Make Alexei Pajitnov proud. [222 points. 25 bonus points if it is set to appropriate music]

59. What’s the difference between an orange? [2 points]

60. Luna crescendo (aut decrescendo), dissolvit quid? [2 points]

61. Prove, comprehensively, that Max Mason Dorm still exists. You must invoke the Axiom of Choice (AC) (or one of its equivalent statements, but please no Zorn’s Lemma) as well as the usual BS. [10 points. 10 bonus points if you manage to work in trans-finite induction]

62. Crème-filled tube steak. [14 points. 8 bonus points if you get a Japanese Judge to ingest it]

63. One teammate must Come Show Me what you are made of at 5h42 on the 21st. [111 points]

64. The AND1 tour stops at the Bill Howard Pavilion for a night game. [15 points. 15 bonus points for a night game lit by the warm glow of no fewer than two cars]

65. A singing Mao Zedong torch. [41 points]

66. A UofC-themed prOh website, or, at least, its gateway. Include UofCers in compromising positions, as tantalizing, covered teasers for the “members only” section. We want photo galleries and some movies, and cheesy premises, like “will you install my Ethernet card in my slot,” or “Resident Head, Dorm Munch.” [69 points. 25 bonus points if you get a tenured professor to pose. 10 bonus points if you get a XXX.uchicago.edu domain name, where XXX is some sexy string. -45 bonus points if the site is not correctly viewable using Net+]

67. Areola Borealis. [6 points]

68. An Empathy Belly™, to be worn by a Team Captain for the duration of the Hunt. [93 points]

69. Get a penis spaceship to dock with the Vagina Building. [34 points. 25 bonus points if you get the Essex building to declare itself as the “sex-in,” alternatively, but, for 10 fewer points, you may get the “Borg Warner” sign to say “BorgWar”]

70. Wash my car with a Sponge, Today. [10 points]

71. Box. Bach. Bochs. Be Box. Beat Box. [1 point per expression. 10 bonus if you Beat Box Bach and Box on Be on Bochs on a Be Box on a Box. 2 bonus points if you can say it five times fast]

72. Immortalize a despot in beanie baby form. Must include appropriate nametag/poem. [18 points]
73. Liberate, exfoliate, and pH balance the Women’s Quad. [16 points]
74. The wickedest widow’s peak ever! Bakling should not accentuate this wickedness. [5 points]
75. Introduce Woody “the really friendly tree” to your “woody.” Make sure he gives you at least a reach around. [20 points]
76. A #1 pencil. [8 points]
77. The Echo Courts Sign. Half-size, yet fully-functional. [190 points]
78. We’re tired of how J. Lo gets all the hype. Find a pink diamond. Accent it with a male teammember in a little green number. [12 points]
79. Outfit Gonk with R2’s serving tray from Jabba’s sail barge before sending him to Item 297. [9 points]
80. Homestar and the boys take a picture with Sharon without leaving the state. [8 pts]
81. Bling bling at the Hot Boyz Carwash. Make sure there are hot pants, hot girls, and hot wings. [30 points. 25 bonus points if Juvenile shows you his chrome teeth]
82. A brick from the Med. [35 points. 12 bonus points for a brick from the Med]
83. Make me paranoid. Advertise your private mail system around campus with your own acronym under your postal cornet. Then, make it work. “Work” means having boxes around Hyde Park. Mail should take no more than 7 hours to reach the addressee. Addresses should be in the form of: Name, Team (yes, “ScavCabal” is a Team). The system must function until dusk on Duodi. You can post specific pickup times. The boxes should also be secure; we don’t want the Feds reading our mail, as we’re disconnected and isolated from the normative world enough as is. [49 + 6 points]
84. Have your most die-hard pre-med deliver a short and concise talk. The title should be, “What would happen if dendritic cells were neurons and neurons were dendritic cells; consequences for the head cold and the smart ass.” [8 points. 6 bonus points if the pre-med is a Pritzker early acceptee. 32 bonus points if your speech is delivered by Sho Timothy Yano]
85. Urinal coffee cake. [18 points]
86. You don’t know what we can find, why don’t you come away with me little girl on a magic carpet ride. [50 points each based on both flight time and payload size. 20 bonus points for pimpin it out]
87. A synthetic salutation, sestina-styled, sampling Socrates (Sartre superimposed), still, somehow, sounding Sporty Spice’s song, sonorously suggesting Syria’s “systematically savage” systems, sonically stilted, symmetrically Stanislavskian, satirically Stravinskian, sadly sympathetic South Side Seattle suburb (sorta), somethin’ stupid since supplied seven screwdrivers since seven seventeen sharp, submitted seductively, and you can’t incorporate the letter following the letter ‘r.’ [55 points]
88. Gherkin Jerkin. [16 points]
89. TBA.
90. The Alien from The Alley. [70 points]
91. There is a nice little message in the Chocolate Factory log. Please don’t be afraid to call us on it. Then bring it. Blue. [35 points]
92. Modify a trashcan so that it becomes an animated Gonk to be present and in character for all public Scav events. [88 points]
93. Future City doesn’t have too bright of a future, but at least it looks to be catching up to the present. Show us why. [7 points]
94. Sell one of the University of Chicago’s beloved Fraternity Houses. Bring the deed as proof. [93 points]
95. Present a person equipped to play Strip Botticelli. [28 points. 10 bonus points if you can add to the outfit so that you won’t lose]
96. Arabic alphabet soup. [28 points. 10 bonus points if you can spell out “Welcome to Jamaica, mon. Have a nice day”]
97. In honor of our newfound Freedom of Information, inform as many people as you can of the home phone numbers of John Poindexter, John Ashcroft, and Tom Ridge in a massive publicity campaign. [66 points]

98. This next item’s a challenge: A piece of the Space Shuttle Columbia with NASA verification. [155 points. 0 points for worms from space]

99. Hit us with your jam box. Bring us a boom box from the golden age of shoulderborne tunes, and we want no hand-made phonies, neither. We want your shit to be real as the streets. Points will be awarded based on volume, both audial and physical. [58 points. 36 bonus points if your ghetto blaster contains a record player, a television, a keyboard, or a detachable walkman]

100. A photocopy of an entire teammember. 2d = hot, 3d = h^{65}. [hot = 20 points; h^{65} = 50 points]

101. A hologram of an entire teammember. 3d = hot, 4d = h^{65}. [hot = 50 points; h^{65} = 60 points]

102. A Zagat booklet of all campus dining facilities. Surveys must be provided as proof. [13 points]

103. Phrenological examination of a Judge. \( \frac{IQ}{10} \) points, as determined by the phrenologist. Double the points if you have a licensed phrenologist.

104. A glossy color picture of Earth that shows the U.S.’s impressive bling bling. [6 points]

105. The Merzbbox. [22 points]

106. The Merzcedes. [182 points]

107. One member of your team to do a handstand while wearing a helmet affixed to as many of those cups that make a sound of a bleating sheep when turned over as possible. [5 points per bleater]

108. Smoke a hookah in a Stuka, with strafing in mind. No bongs please. [22 points]

109. You will be given a phrase. A team-member will have to recite it backwards into a tape recorder, and then play the tape back in reverse. [25 points, to be awarded based on coherence of the final playback. 5 bonus points if your backwards-talker is a red-suited midget. 10 bonus points if he dances funky-like]

110. A teammember to simultaneously consume seven bags of Pop Rocks candy and one 12 oz. Jolt cola. Hold a megaphone to their throat for all to hear. [12 points]

111. Give IT back to us at the end of the trip. [150 points]

112. Grampy’s Antiques. Because ScavHunt loves to ______. [8 points]

113. A Jack Chick tract entitled Return of the Evildoers in which Chick’s sacrilegious villains return to wreak havoc on the ill-fated souls at the University of Chicago. [18 points]

114. The Midway’s been used as a point of entry for Hyde Park’s rich and famous and their Cessnas for too long. Turn it into Richard M. Daley’s Non-Permanent Legacy park. [50 points]

115. A whistle-tip parade. [15 points per whistle-tipped car. No Limit, bitches. 25 bonus points if Bubb Rubb comes by to explain the whistle]

116. A giant fucking Cheeto. [29 points]

117. Card-carrying Eagle Scouts to recite the Scout Oath. [5 points per erne, maximum four ernes.]

118. All previous attempts at Harry Potter items have been utter failures, though the item conception was sheer brilliance. For god’s sake, don’t screw this one up. Send a Howler to remind the Head Judge to call his mom on Mother’s Day. [60½ points]

119. Marty McFly’s self-drying jacket, circa 223. [88 points]

120. Create an item for this year’s University of Chicago Scavenger Hunt and bring it to the Captains’ Ice Cream Social. Using your own best judgment, this item should be of medium value—not ginormous nor tiniscule, but somewhere inbetwiddle. This item will be assigned a point value by the Judges and will be distributed, at random, to another team (or perhaps back to your own team). Each team will have to complete the item that they receive as if it were a normal addition to The List, and be sure to complete it at full possible. [n points]
121. ______ The capital building needs wall-to-wall. To remedy this we’ve left you a contact in the 199 Chicago White Pages. Who is at that number? [20 points]

122. ______ Infect the College with a self-propagating meme. You must declare this meme at Captains’ Ice Cream Social. [58 points]

123. ______ Without diminishing its elegance, modify a chandelier with black lights. [25 points]

124. ______ AND1 brings its game to the home of the 160 State Champs. [17 points]

125. ______ A Domino Rally set up and ready to be set off by the Judge. [10 points. 15 points for each additional different set. 30 bonus points if the setup can also somehow affect or be affected by a multi-kit slot-car derby]

126. ______ Nick Spano the love god. 708 209 7243. He is “up for some shit,” so immortalize the love god with a 5+ way kiss. [6 points per person in the kiss]

127. ______ Build us a hypercube that unfolds into a tesseract. [3³ points. 13 bonus points if it’s a hyperGameCube]

128. ______ An unpeeled, undamaged orange with exactly seven seeds. You only get one try. [77 points]

129. ______ “To cogitate and to solve.” Somewhere in our halls, a professor has broken a mathematical law, and Monday and Frankly are on the case. Bring us just the fax, ma’am. [5π points]

130. ______ Why was Donald Duck the third Caballero and not Mickey? Dain might be able to help you with this one. [10 points]

131. ______ Egyptian pups can’t ball, show them how it’s done old school style. I’m talkin down town. [25 points]

132. ______ Perform from memory Andrew WK’s monologue, as found on his homepage. Do as much as you can, beginning from wherever you want. [θ points. 200 bonus points for the whole thing.]

133. ______ Recreate Rutherford’s experiment using only

(a) A disposable camera.

(b) A smoke alarm.

(c) Goldschläger.

The burden of proof is on you. [79 points, awarded only if film is developed during the judging of this page]

134. ______ Donate some videos to Grandma’s bait shop. Make sure it’s a favorite of the hill people. You wouldn’t want to be a victim of their second favorite thing to do. Think banjo! [15 points]

135. ______ A guitar with a functioning exhaust pipe correlated to the hardness of the rock engine (may or may not be Bubb Rubb-certified). [189 points]

136. ______ Explain string theory using only sock puppets. The Judge must understand. [19 points]

137. ______ Upon approaching the main entrance of your HQ, we should hear the classic ST:TNG “skeddi-boot-boot” followed by a hydraulic hiss as the door opens. [17.01 points]

138. ______ Build us a functioning pinball machine. [200 points. 20 bonus points if it is coin operated. 40 bonus points if it is themed after Flight of the Navigator. 60 bonus points if a Judge gets multi-ball and the high score. TILT bonus points if, after that, a deaf, dumb, and blind member of your team beats the high score, and no one can help noticing that he “sure plays a mean pinball!”

139. ______ It’s Fun to Stay at the BSLC. At 8h13 on Nonidi, show your spring line at the BioMall. Include live music accompaniment and strobe lights to your hotties strutting on the catwalk. Project behind the hotties some footage from your little wars in Item 244. Multimedia, as we have learned, is the centerpiece of fashion. Movies, presentations, and DJ-battles (as well as Scope-reminiscent sine-wave battles) are all appropriate. [175 points]

140. ______ Alimentarily correct creation of KogePan. [25 points]

141. ______ Feed Charlie Brown a Bozo hot dog. [12 points]

142. ______ A CD instabootleg of a ScavHunt event, and we recommend either Item 139, Item 28, or Item 8. [61 points. 11 bonus points if your team gets Loren Jan Wilson to do the deed. 15 bonus points if his parents are there too]
143. Consult De Immigrant to see how you could have improved on last year’s molens. [25 points]
144. Decade afternoon on the Quads, set up shop for the Office of the OmBudMan and solve as many individuals’ problems as you can. [48 points]
145. Give a campus tour with real prospies where every single piece of information is Judge-supplied; we will provide the fun facts about the U of C at the Captains’ Ice Cream Social. [52 points]

146. Smart luggage. [125 points if it packs itself. 25 bonus points if it self-navigates and informs an airport security guard of its contents. 10 bonus points if its lock uses greater than 128-bit encryption. 5 bonus points if the combination is 1-2-3-4-5]
147. A 16 oz. jar of tan M&Ms. [16 * 2 points]
148. Kill the Mark III Beast. [19 points]
149. As ScavHunt Judges, we will be too busy for many things. Perhaps we will be too busy for class. At the Captains’ Ice Cream Social, you will be informed which classes we will not be attending on Decade. On Primidi evening, as a prelude to ScavOl Item 8, please provide a five-minute recap of everything that was covered in class and be ready to field questions. [35 points]
150. In honor of their stunning intellectual prowess, erect life-sized statues of “Babe” and “Dicky” on campus. Don’t forget “the brows.” [75 points]
151. As many Lay’s flavour varieties as you can find. [3 points per flavour]
152. Xuxa, live, three-dimensional and equipped with standard issue giant fuzzy boots. [26 points]
153. A dramatic story of cock-fighting monsters that live in your pants. [10 points]
154. It’s a crazy little boat we’re sailing in but we should definitely definitely support our troops. Bring Gilligan and the whole crew (in costume) to work at the Admiral, whether that means watching the door as those fine sailors walk in or entertaining those uniformed hunks. [58 points. 10 bonus points if Skip gets onstage]
155. AND1 brings it live to you from the Shapiro Development Center B-Ball court. Homestar, as he usually does, and as he will for all AND1 events attempts to dunk on the guy who likes to start fires! [25 points]
156. A picture of an editor for National Geographic in a swimsuit. [4 points. 4 bonus points for Lynn Addison]
157. Present a teammember simultaneously exhibiting symptoms of China, Stockholm, Gulf War and Tourette’s syndromes. [11 points per syndrome; just shouting obscenities will not garner points]
158. River pirates liked to drink in dark and dank places. Recreate a pirate tavern in a well known pirate cavern. [30 points. 10 bonus points if you get the jukebox to play “15 men on a dead man’s chest”]
159. Present the Judges with the name of a restaurant near Hyde Park where a Judge can then dine there on that restaurant’s “lobster” stuffed with “tacos.” Points awarded based on quality of the entrée. [19 points]
160. Get your first degree at the Hollywood Video and Tan, Georgetown. [7 points. 3 points for tanning in the team name, negatively]
161. CD on the A side, record on the B. The song: “United States of Whatever.” Play it for us on both sides. [78 points]
162. A dish of Vladimir Poutine. [4 points]
163. Present the contents of the Bugatti Sexarossa’s glove box, before the next full moon, or at Judgment—whichever comes to pass first. [20 points]
164. A Judge’s FBI file. [46 points]
165. Free the Mouse. [6 points]
166. A popsicle and a metronome. [16 points each]
168. A ZLB. [1 point]
169. ______ Get a Speak-it™ to say “gonk!” [8 points]
170. ______ Be a dear and tuck one of the Judges in to bed on Decadi. [14 points]
171. ______ Honor the Dick in Danville Stadium with his trademark fall. [30 points]
172. ______ Two old crows sat on a fence... In Springfield. [20 points]
173. ______ Iran Contra cards. Desert Storm cards. Operation Infinite Justice cards. [1 point per card; 10 cards per set maximum]
174. ______ A visibly aroused Van der Graff generator. [15 points]
175. ______ Gold, frankincense and myrrh. [12 points for the trio]
176. ______ Virgin hentai, virgin mai tai. [10 points]
177. ______ Lift a Judge’s fingerprint from the “Lobe of Lincoln.” [25 points]
178. ______ Homestar always wanted to ride a pink elephant that supports Bush. Now he will get his wish. [12 points]
179. ______ Gannondorf’s prize is in Cairo. [10 points for a photo. 25 points if you close the gates so Link can’t get it. 15 bonus points if the “kachunk” is made when the gates close]
180. ______ Ed Walker’s “INFORMATION” sign. You have to copy it and return it to where you found it. [5 points]
181. ______ Wachet Auf. [4 points]
182. ______ Prove, by (still hot) example, the difference between two Maxwell St. Depots. [6 points]
183. ______ What commercial was on immediately after the Fox News segment on ScavHunt last year? [6 points]
184. ______ A freedom kiss. [2 points]
185. ______ His and Hers “international” rural hotties calendar. [60 points per calendar. 15 points if it’s of the year 211]
186. ______ Some of us had a bit of a problem with fire when we were tots; we almost burned the house down when our incendiary Buzz Off action figures went up in smoke. Now that some of us are jaded, bitter adults, all we want is to recapture the pure joy of our youth. Or can we at lest recapture a Buzz Off action figure with the wings not burned off? [20 points]
187. ______ Speaking of recapturing our youth, show me Bumblebee, the Autobot. [19 points. 10 bonus points if he doesn’t have a heat-activated insignia (or ever did)]
188. ______ The deleted scene from Major League where Jesus attempts to hit a curve ball. [34 points]
189. ______ “Extra, Extra! Read all about it!” Wide-mouthed paperboy at Daily Journal takes big dick. Keep it clean. [20 points]
190. ______ Getting the straight press to acknowledge the Hunt is easy. This time, get the red press onboard. No, Worker’s Vanguard is not a red publication. [50 points for mention of your team in specific. 18 bonus points if your team, in conjunction with Head Judge scandals, is mentioned in “Scurrious.” 5 bonus points if you are Scurrious. 30 bonus points if, in mentioning you, one red publication refers explicitly to the other. 20 bonus points if the red publication is a new venture by a preexisting, stodgy campus publication eager to seem edgier and hipper in chasing that tasty, tasty first-year market]
191. ______ What can’t deter our couriers? [10 points]
192. ______ A Dick Army. [11 points]
193. ______ An unopened bar of Ivory soap that sinks when put in water. [20 points. 5 bonus points if a teammember then starts to nibble on it]
194. ______ Have a sit-in for peace at the Palestine sit and sleep shop. [7 points]
195. ______ Get the special at the Dutch Oven Restaurant. Come on, you know what we mean. [12 points]
196. ______ At Scav Olympic Item 8, introduce us to one team member whose hair you shall cut and style by the following morning in such a way that the only response that comes to mind is “bitchin’!” [14 points]
197. ______ Ernest P. Worl would really be proud of that Hideki Ibaru suit. Know what I mean, Vern? [39 points]
198. Tis the season of giving, so make our hearts grow three times by stealing one of the following: Christmas, Easter, Hanukkah, President’s Day, or Memorial Day. [7 points]

199. Ack! List release is in three minutes!

200. Show how you have survived after disobeying the axiom DEATH. [15 points]

201. Slithy toves, as described by Humpty Dumpty. [13 points]

202. A teammember with XXX, the genotype [45 points. 2 bonus points if he’s never done jail time. 100 bonus points if the teammember is Vin Diesel]

203. Show how members of the IA are not anonymous. [6 points]

204. A visual presentation on why Episode 1: The Phantom Menace was the best of the Star Wars movies. [22 points]

205. Jump in the Nebuchadnezzar. Visit the last city of man and power the Power House. [35 points]

206. Break all Ten Commandments in one, damning action. [10 points]

207. We’ll get back to this one later.

208. One Hoolahvoo. [\( \frac{12}{17} \) points]

209. At a Momence notice name all the churches there. [10 points]

210. A WASTE box. Note that this item cannot double as Gonk. [6 points]

211. Don King puts on a puppet show in the Champagne Room that details the story of the birth of Jesus Christ starring Joe Camel as Balthasar for Mr. Perry Mason and his Mother Theresa. [50 points]

212. A WIMP fighting a MACHO. [7 points]

213. iChromovibrapedictaieciiedivisiographological apparatus. [3 points per correct - fix. 2 bonus points if you can pronounce it correctly]

214. Wolfenstein in the Regenstein. Use the Quake level editor. [66 points. 3 bonus points for a Rammstein soundtrack. 3 bonus points if, in the maps room, we can view a map of Schleswig-Holstein. 5 bonus points for Wittgenstein, Frankenstein, as enemies. 5 bonus points if we can frag Holsteins]

215. Sarcasm. [3 points]

216. The animal named after Gary Larson. [4 points]

217. Dembowskeeball. [8 points]

218. A musical rendition of one of Ruth’s Dinghy Songs. Please use real naughty-cal props. [18 points if you’re naughty. -10 bonus points if you’re dirty]

219. Take tactical control of the $320 (M)other (F)ucker (W)hat a (D)eal $140,000 tractor. And by tactical control we mean get inside it and identify the mystery item. [35 points]

220. What is a miracle? [6 points]

221. A New Kids on The Block bed spread. [29 points]

222. Break a Nalgene bottle in front of the Judge from “everyday use.” [13 points]

223. Go to the Decker Livestock auction and attempt to save a cow from its cruel, cruel fate during the early afternoon on Nonidi. [40 points]

224. Provide the most offensive line from the current course catalog, taken out of context. [4 points]

225. Feed the swans at Sunset Memorial Park. Don’t stick your hands through the fence though. “They may be beautiful but sometimes they bite.” [7 points]

226. I’d do anything for her, I’d search the Inn at Endor... [10 points]

227. A Mrkschip with Onion Dip. [20 points. 20 bonus points if you can prove it’s still bioinert]
228. _______ As many pictures of snowmobiles in front yards as possible. [5 points per picture, 10 pictures maximum. 15 bonus points if you are also burnin' stuff in the picture]

229. _______ A natural bridge means you must take a picture au naturel, natürlich. [55 points]

230. _______ Homestar gets his picture taken with “fat boy,” the fattest cat in Sevetal’s sister city. [13 points]

231. _______ What is the color of the penis end of Halsted? [15 points]

232. _______ A Big Fry Daddy makin’ Mac’ now make it jump, jump. [91 points]

233. _______ An oxygen mask, a seat cushion that can be used as a flotation device in case of a water landing, a barf bag, and a self-contained seat belt. [10 points each]

234. _______ Galena’s one and only nude beach. Your birthday suit plus a glowing palm tree equals photographic gold. [30 points]

235. _______ Think you are a fast baller? Faster than Fast Eddie? The AND1 tour throws down. [18 points]

236. _______ Homestar Runner’s boy gets a face full of mud after a 50 foot slide. [15 points]

237. _______ Play an mp3 of Dembowskee-Lo’s “I Wish.” [3 points]

238. _______ Bare ass at the Embarrass River and Embarrass Road. [15 points per stop]

239. _______ Your team attempts to start a lowrider club in Illiopolis. Rep Illiopolis with your best lowrider pose. [12 points]

240. _______ Write a program in Dembowscheme. [8 points]

241. _______ Elrond Hubbard. [9 points]

242. _______ Save the Children and Unwrap it. Rumor has it that birth rates are dropping dangerously low ’round these here parts. Hang a banner that says “Save a life, Unwrap it” from ΔΦ’s house at the birthplace of HAL. Hang one in the capital building as well. [40 points per hanging]

243. _______ The AND1 tour stops at the Shawnee Correctional Center. [45 points. 75 bonus points if one of Homestar’s boys gets ANDLife]

244. _______ Boys Gone Wilde. At the Captains’ Ice Cream Social, your team will be given a name of a material. Design a spring line of at least five outfits made from the material. During the afternoon on Noniki, launch (and film) a series of guerilla fashion shows around campus. Impromptu performance art goes best, we hear, in classes and on the Quads. [90 points. 10 bonus points for a killer bra]

245. _______ Total eye contact between a teammember and a local from across the crowded bar at the Pinch Penny Pub. Note that the camera person must be getting total eye contact. [25 points. 30 bonus points if the person is Jason (and only Jason). 10 bonus points if he is wearing an “All your base are belong to us” shirt]

246. _______ AND1 visits the sweet corn capitol of the world. The folks of Homestar Runner put on a show for sweet corn blizzard eating locals. [15 points]

247. _______ South school allows even the most inept AND1 ballers to show off their skills. Give us your best dunk Homestar heroes. [25 points, given on quality of dunk]

248. _______ And I quote from the Holy of Holies: Scavenger Hunt Vision Statement, 18 Germinal 205, Article IIIA. Future Plans for the Scavenger Hunt, “Increased and diversified community service done in the manner of the Blood Drive.” We made this dream a reality, and we’re doing it again bigger and bloodier than ever, starting on Octidi (yes, before the List is released!) at 9 am. This moment is yours, Michael Campion! [25 points per donor]

249. _______ Blood drives are great, as so many bloodless people benefit. Food drives are even better, as so many foodless people benefit. But does it solve the problem in my mailbox? No. You need to really help out your fellow man, with a Junk Mail drive. Item to be judged vertically and then taken to a recycler. [44 points]

250. _______ At the antique mall in Kankakee, do the can-can, sit on furniture, open the drawers and doors excessively, handle the merchandise excessively, and harass or complain to the employees. [30 points]

251. _______ Foam Chomsky. [25 points]

252. _______ Sing, from memory, the song Serge tries to live out in playgrounds. [8 points]
253. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
254. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
255. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
256. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
257. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
258. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
259. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
260. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
261. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
262. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
263. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
264. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
265. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
266. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
267. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
268. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
269. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
270. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
271. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
272. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
273. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
274. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
275. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
276. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
277. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
278. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
279. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
280. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
281. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
282. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
283. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
284. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
285. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
286. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
287. ______ Tom Howe. [0 points. 0 bonus points]
288. ______ Tom Howe. [1 points. 0 bonus points]
289. Irrefutable proof that Southern hospitality is not served at the Dixie Kitchen. You cannot use the Dembowski on this one. [5 points]

290. Experimentally induce insanity. Show your methods. [6 points per method]

291. Following the Captains' Ice Cream Social, give us a cheer: Everybody! Everybody! Everybody! La dée da dée da... Before you embark on your tour of the majesty of the homeland, Homestar and his "running" crew (the newest ballers on the ANDI tour) pose for a quick pic with a Judge, shortly before doing his tax forms. Why would Homestar and his friends do a Judge's taxes? Because Homestar is two to three times better than the next best person in the world. Of Homestar's friends: one will spit in your food and ask for a bite and the other firmly believes that "no rule is solid." Smile and say "job," I mean job. [0 points will be awarded to all road trip items if this item is not fulfilled]

292. Vive la Révolution! Vive le Calendrier Républicain Français. [1.0 points]

293. Get the nation to Orange County Alert. [10 points]

294. Elisabeth Amann's "Erotismo" class is open to visitors, but only if are punctual, courteous, and bring a prop. Visitors sporting the appropriate U(c) t-shirt should give Professor Amann their shirt as a prop only if the reading makes them sufficiently hot. [34.5 points]

295. Dress a teammate in kewpie camouflage and have him or her hide among the dolls at Margie's Candies. In the center. Photos will do as proof. [25 points]

296. Monastic Kvass™. [8 points]

297. "Look, there's a rhythmic ceremonial ritual coming up!" On Decad at 8h54, show us how the flute is the duke of soul by inundating the Quadis with Enchantment Under the Sea. Besides the ScavHunt 211 theme song, we should hear "Earth Angel" for all you lovers out there, reggae for Adrina, Atina, and Atella, and the theme from SeaQuest DSV for your guest of honor, Captain Nathan Bridger. We would not be opposed to the reconstruction of Atlantis, the raucous tangoing of Cecco and Starkey, pearl necklaces, or any other aquatic craziness you come up with, including participation in de Brücke, a functioning Justine with appropriate crew, or generalised rum, sodomy, and the lash. The weather calls for thunderstorms, so a clock tower might also be useful, considering we can't buy plutonium in a pharmacy (yet). We want to be part of this world! [190 points]

298. A flip book showing an Old Faithful eruption made from family vacation photos. [15 points]

299. Munging is disgusting, but munging a Maravilla's burrito is filling and delicious. [11 points. 6 bonus points for a burrito from El Gallo de Oro. 8 bonus points if it's a sesos burrito. -30 bonus points if the munger develops a prion disease]

300. Using a sleeper sofa, make a first-year burrito. [17 going on 18 points]

301. Some US Potsage. [7 points per specimen; seven specimens maximum]

302. Present, at Judgment, a throw pillow with a cover sewn to celebrate the various cute ways in which the commercial A is called in non-English languages. Include words, images, and maybe even flags associated with the tongues. [51 points. 9 bonus points for using Büroklammern appropriately]

303. What's the only thing kids today can do? [2 points]

304. Play a hand of Euchre using automobile license plates as cards. The Judge will shuffle, and the dealer will pick up and win at least a point. [39 points]

305. Guided I-ROCi Stud Missile. [18 points. 15 bonus points if it can deploy Drakkar over the Jersey Shore]

306. Lot 49 is about to be cried. Who makes the opening bid and why? [8 points. 49 * 3 bonus points if your team has managed to do their best during the Hunt to show that WASTE]

307. "Dembowski baby, it's Mother's Day." [4 points]